Lars Fjeldsoe-Nielsen
11 Albert Bridge Road
London
SW11 4PX
12th February 2020
To whom it may concern,
My wife and I employed Good London Builders to completely redevelop our house. From the onset we
felt we had made the right decision. The team, led by Rory, hit the ground running and brought in all
the required professionals to get us to a place where we could start work as quickly as possible. Rory
managed this pre-build process effortlessly and meant that any planning / structural hurdles were
navigated extremely well and meant that we fully understood what we were going to be building.
The build process itself was actually a pleasure. Rory had introduced us to three of his build teams and
we finally settled on one who were excellent. The day to day was run extremely smoothly and it was a
huge benefit for us to see update pictures every day, so that wherever we were in the world we could
see men on site and progress being made. As a busy man this just meant I could relax in the knowledge
that everything was under control.
The relationship that Rory has with his builders was of such a benefit to us that it added to our
reassurance but also meant that he could pull in some favours along the way leading us to get some
work done without charge. We also benefited from Good London Builder’s trade discounts which
saved us a decent amount of money along the way.
If I was ever doing another project, I would get Rory and the GLB team on it. We are already talking
about a possible project in Scotland!
Kind regards,
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